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The BlitzWolf BW-VS6 100" Portable Projection Screen
Enjoy your favorite movies and shows with friends and family with the BlitzWolf 100" projection screen. The BW-V6 offers 4K resolution
images  and  provides  realistic  color  reproduction,  while  the  sturdy  stand  and  portable  design  allow  you  to  watch  a  variety  of  content
anywhere - even outdoors! The viewing angle is 160°, ensuring that everyone in your group will enjoy a perfect view. The screen is made
of high-quality materials such as polyester.
 
Excellent image quality
If you're looking for a device that allows you to fully immerse yourself in a visual experience, then BlitzWolf's 100-inch projection screen
with 4K resolution will be the perfect choice. The BW-VS6 allows you to enjoy a bright, clear and realistic image that will make you feel
like you're right in the middle of the action. The 160° viewing angle allows for a great movie experience for multiple people at once. In
addition,  precisely  reproduced  colors  guarantee  an  even  more  realistic  viewing  experience.  Whether  you're  watching  action  movies,
romantic comedies or giving a multimedia presentation, the BW-VS6 will give you a great experience and is sure to satisfy your visual
needs.
 
Gain total freedom
Forget about limitations! Thanks to the stable stand, which is made of high-grade aluminum, you can freely watch movies even outdoors.
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Don't  worry  that  strong  winds  will  make  the  screen  fall  and  get  damaged.  The  product  is  extremely  durable  and  suitable  for  harsh
weather conditions. The assembly of the stand is quick and hassle-free - so you can assemble and disassemble the equipment anywhere
in a few moments. The portable design and light weight means you can take the screen with you on trips and outdoor events.
 
Careful craftsmanship
The  BlitzWolf  BW-VS6  100-inch  projection  screen  is  the  essence  of  visual  experience.  It  is  made  of  polyester  and  features  a  thicker
canvas, so it guarantees excellent image quality without any ripples or distortion. Whether you use it indoors or outdoors, the product
provides natural and realistic colors and a vivid and crisp 4K image.
 
Included
Projection screen
Stand
Mounting components
	Manufacturer	
	BlitzWolf
	Model	
	BW-VS6
	Resolution	
	4K
	Aspect ratio	
	16:9
	Viewing angle	
	160°
	Operating temperature	
	-20°C to 60°C
	Projection dimensions	
	221 x 124 cm
	Dimensions when unfolded	
	232 x 187 x 49 cm

Preço:

Antes: € 91.4997

Agora: € 81.00

Acessórios para computadores, Projector
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